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FLIRTING WJDH DISASTER
OR DISASliERJRECOVERY?
Nearly three in four global companies surveyed
are at risk, failing to prepare for disaster recovery 1
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400/o
admitted that their current DR
plan wasn't very useful when called on
to respond to their worst disaster

of organizations
believe their DR is
funded adequately'

of healthcare IT (HIT)
executives said they did
not have a DR plan'

recovery event or scenario'

Many organizations today still struggle with assembling the skills,
time or money to adequately plan and test their DR preparedness.
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210/o

do not have the skill
sets to effectively
periorm DR tests'

180/o

do not have the
time to test their
DR plans'

say DR is
too expensive
to test'

Disaster Recovery as a Service
(DRaaS) to the Rescue.

DRaaS offers at least two big advantages over DIV disaster recovery:

If a business lacks disaster recovery
expertise among its personnel, a third-party
team of disaster recovery plan {DRP)
specialists can provision, configure
and test an effective plan3

In the event of an actual disaster,
an offsite vendor will be less likely than
the business to suffer the direct and
immediate effects of the disaster3

DRaaS can be especially useful for small to mid-size businesses that lack
the necessary expertise to provision, configure and test an effective DRP.'
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"...analysts are
predicting DRaaS will
experience explosive growth
in the next few years."

of organizations maintain
their own disaster recovery
and Business Continuity'

-Gartner BCM Survey
January 2015
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said that in the future, they will utilize a
cloud-based service for DR, or will
outsource DR to a third-party provider'

iT1erP.oint DRaaS
Your. ifeam, On Call, All tHe iT1me.
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P.hysical or Virtual Mac�ines

Support for continual replication of either
�pe of server into the TierPoint cloud
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Faster, Better, More Cost-Effective Recovery.
Learn more about protecting
your business with TierPoint DRaaS.
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